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Abstract
In present research, the electrical, structural, quantum and NMR parameters of interaction of $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ gas on the B and P sites of pristine, Ga-, Si- and SiGa-doped (4,4) armchair models of boron phosphide nanotubes (BPNTs) are investigated by using density functional theory (DFT). For this purpose, we consider seven models for adsorption of $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ gas on the exterior surfaces of BPNTs and then all structures are optimized by B3LYP level of theory and 6–31G (d) base set. The optimized structures are used to calculate the electrical, structural, quantum and NMR parameters. The computational results reveal that the adsorption energy of all studied models of BPNTs is negative values and all processes are exothermic and favorable in thermodynamic approach. When $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ gas is adsorbed from its O atom head on the B site of nanotube, $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ gas dissociated to O atom and $\text{N}_2$ molecule. The adsorption energy of this process is more than those of other models and more stable than other models. In A, B and C models the global hardness decrease significantly from original values and so the activity of nanotube increases from original state. On the other hand, the electrophilicity index ($\omega$), electronic chemical potential ($\mu$), electronegativity ($\chi$) and global softness ($S$) of the A, B and C models increase significantly from original value and the CSI values of the C model are larger than those of other models. The results demonstrate that the Ga-, Si- and SiGa- doped BPNTs are good candidates to adsorbing and making $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ gas sensor.
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1. Introduction
Nitrous oxide ($\text{N}_2\text{O}$) is a colorless, non-flammable gas, with a slightly sweet odour and taste. It is used in surgery and dentistry for its anaesthetic and analgesic effects [1]. $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ has been generated as a byproduct in nitric and adipic acids [2–5]. Environmental researches show that $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ gas is an environmental pollutant and a relatively strong greenhouse. It has an important role in the destruction of the ozone layer in the stratosphere, for this purpose, the extensive researches are carried out to adsorb and control $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ gas from stratosphere and environmental by theoretical and experimental investigations [6–15]. Baei et al. illustrate that the adsorption energy for $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ on the surface of (6, 0), (7, 0), and (8, 0) zigzag models of BNNTs in O-down is a little more than that in N-down [9–10]. Inspection of the results of Soltani et al. elucidates that with adsorbing $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ gas on the AlNNTs and AlPNTs the electronic properties of the nanotubes would be changed, and the adsorption of $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ gas on the (6, 0) zigzag AlNNTs is more stable than (4, 4) armchair model [11]. Boron phosphide nanotubes are inorganic analogs of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and have good physical properties for a broad variety of applications. In recent years, the extensive research has been done on the structural, electrical, NMR and NQR parameters and adsorption of $\text{C}_6\text{H}_6$, $\text{H}_2\text{O}$, CO and NO on the surface of boron phosphide Nanotube [12-20].

Following our previous researches on the effects of Ga-, Ge-, Ge-As, Ga-As doped on the electrical, structural and NMR parameters of the armchair and zigzag models of BPNTs [21-25], in the present project, we investigate the adsorption energy, structural and electrical parameters of the nanotube/$\text{N}_2\text{O}$ complex and the effects of Si-, Ga- and SiGa-doped on the $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ adsorption on the surface of (4, 4) armchair boron phosphide nanotube (BPNTs). The structural, NMR, NBO and quantum parameters including HOMO, LOMU orbital, energy gap, electronic chemical potential ($\mu$), global hardness ($\eta$), electrophilicity index ($\omega$), energy gap ($\Delta E_{\text{gap}}$), global softness ($S$),
electronegativity (χ) for all adsorption models are determined by using Gaussian 03 program package [26].

2. Computational methods

In the first step, all adsorption structures are allowed to relax by all atomic geometrical optimization at the B3LYP/6-31G (d) methods by using GAUSSIAN 03 program [26]. The optimized structures are used to determine adsorption energy, NMR, NBO, and quantum parameters of N\(_2\)O adsorption.

The adsorption energy (\(E_{\text{ads}}\)) of N\(_2\)O gas on the surface of BPNTs is calculated as follows:

\[
E_{\text{ads}} = E_{\text{BPNTs-N}_2\text{O}} - (E_{\text{BPNTs}} + E_{\text{N}_2\text{O}}),
\]

where \(E_{\text{BPNTs-N}_2\text{O}}\), \(E_{\text{BPNTs}}\), and \(E_{\text{N}_2\text{O}}\) energies are obtained from the optimized BPNTs/N\(_2\)O, BPNTs and N\(_2\)O gas respectively. The quantum molecular descriptors electronic, Fermi level energy (\(E_{\text{FL}}\)), electronic chemical potential (\(\mu\)), global hardness (\(\eta\)), electrophilicity index (\(\omega\)), energy gap (\(E_{\text{gap}}\)), global softness (\(S\)), electronegativity (\(\chi\)), and work function (\(\phi\)) of the nanotubes calculated as follows [21–25]:

\[
\mu = -(I + A)/2, \quad (1)
\]

\[
\eta = (I - A)/2, \quad (2)
\]

\[
\chi = -\mu, \quad (3)
\]

\[
\omega = \mu^2/2\eta, \quad (4)
\]

\[
S = 1/2\eta, \quad (5)
\]

\[
E_{\text{FL}} = (E_{\text{HOMO}} + E_{\text{LUMO}})/2, \quad (6)
\]

\[
\phi = E_{\text{HOMO}} - E_{\text{FL}}, \quad (7)
\]

\[
E_{\text{gap}} = E_{\text{LUMO}} - E_{\text{HOMO}}, \quad (8)
\]

where \(I\) (-\(E_{\text{HOMO}}\)) is the ionization potential and \(A\) (-\(E_{\text{LUMO}}\)) the electron affinity of the molecule.

The chemical shielding (CS) tensors at the sites of \(^{11}\)B, \(^{31}\)P nuclei calculated in the principal axes system (PAS) (\(\sigma_{33} > \sigma_{22} > \sigma_{11}\)) and converted to measurable NMR parameters, chemical shielding isotropic (CSI) and chemical shielding anisotropic (CSA) by using equations (9) and (10), respectively [21–25].

\[
CSI_{(ppm)} = \frac{1}{3}(\sigma_{11} + \sigma_{22} + \sigma_{33}), \quad (9)
\]

\[
CSA_{(ppm)} = \sigma_{33} - (\sigma_{22} + \sigma_{33})/2, \quad (10)
\]

3. Results and discussion

3.1. The optimized geometry parameters

In order to identify the most stable configuration, we consider several potential configurations, including the N\(_2\)O molecule is initially placed above pristine, Si-, Ga-, and SiGa-doped BPNTs. After structural optimizations, re-orientation of the molecule has been predicted in some configurations, and finally, stable configurations are obtained. The stable configurations for adsorption N\(_2\)O gas is renamed the A, B, C, D, E, F, and G models:

- Adsorption of N\(_2\)O gas on the P41 site of pristine (A model), on the P41/Si site of Si-doped (B model), on the P41/Si site of GaSi-doped (C model), on the B51 site of pristine (D model), on the B51/Ga site of Ga-doped (E model), on the B51 site of Si-doped (F model), and on the B51/Ga site of GaSi-doped (G model), BPNTs via oxygen head and in which the ends of the nanotubes are saturated by hydrogen atoms. The final optimized geometry of the N\(_2\)O/BPNTs complexes is depicted in

From optimized structures of the A–G models (Figure 1) the geometrical parameters, including bond length (B–P) and bond angle (B–P–B) of neighbor adsorption and doping positions are determined and the
Table 1. Structural parameters of adsorption N₂O molecule on the surface pristine and Si, Ga, SiGa doped of BPNTs models (A–G see figure 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bond length(Å)</th>
<th>Pristine</th>
<th>Ga-doped</th>
<th>Si-doped</th>
<th>GaSi-doped</th>
<th>Model A</th>
<th>Model B</th>
<th>Model C</th>
<th>Model D</th>
<th>Model E</th>
<th>Model F</th>
<th>Model G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B31-P41/Si</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P52-B42</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B42-P41/Si</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P41/Si-B51/Ga</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B51/Ga-P61</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P51-B51/Ga</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bond Angle(°)</th>
<th>B31-P41/Si-B42</th>
<th>120.73</th>
<th>98.49</th>
<th>111.22</th>
<th>100.10</th>
<th>102.08</th>
<th>106.69</th>
<th>109.81</th>
<th>110.44</th>
<th>105.38</th>
<th>114.24</th>
<th>112.26</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B31-P41/Si-B51/Ga</td>
<td>121.67</td>
<td>122.83</td>
<td>118.66</td>
<td>119.46</td>
<td>118.24</td>
<td>114.31</td>
<td>111.10</td>
<td>116.69</td>
<td>107.73</td>
<td>119.63</td>
<td>113.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B42-P41/Si-B51/Ga</td>
<td>121.77</td>
<td>107.67</td>
<td>119.70</td>
<td>113.01</td>
<td>102.04</td>
<td>103.27</td>
<td>110.80</td>
<td>110.63</td>
<td>101.42</td>
<td>114.19</td>
<td>108.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P41/Si-B42-P32</td>
<td>121.38</td>
<td>125.25</td>
<td>117.97</td>
<td>121.15</td>
<td>120.58</td>
<td>118.08</td>
<td>110.90</td>
<td>121.76</td>
<td>117.47</td>
<td>119.26</td>
<td>115.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P41/Si-B51/Ga-P61</td>
<td>120.76</td>
<td>100.08</td>
<td>114.23</td>
<td>107.18</td>
<td>114.40</td>
<td>115.38</td>
<td>114.02</td>
<td>116.43</td>
<td>113.25</td>
<td>117.30</td>
<td>115.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B51/Ga-P61-B62</td>
<td>120.55</td>
<td>113.13</td>
<td>117.41</td>
<td>115.38</td>
<td>106.38</td>
<td>108.94</td>
<td>112.10</td>
<td>111.13</td>
<td>101.57</td>
<td>112.31</td>
<td>104.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. 2D views of bond length and bond angle of around N₂O adsorption and doping position of the (A–G) Models (see figure 1).

results are given in table 1 and shown in figure 2. The geometrical results show that the average bond length B–P and bond angle B–P–B of pristine BPNTs are 1.89 Å and 121.40° respectively, which are in agreement with the previous results reported by other researchers [17–20, 26–29]. With doping Si on the P41 nuclei, the bond length and bond angle of around doping position change slightly from those of pristine models. Moreover with doping Ga on the B51 nuclei, the average bond length increases significantly from 1.89 to 2.25 Å and the bond angle decreases significantly from 121.40° to 107.67°. When Si and Ga atoms are doped together on the P41 nuclei and B51 nuclei the average bond length increases significantly from 1.89 to 2.29 Å and the bond angle decreases significantly from 121.77 to 113.67°. The radius of Ga atom is larger than that of B atom, and so Ga doping in nanotube distributes the charge electron.
The results of figure 3 indicate that the adsorption energy of the D−G models is lower than those of other models. It is notable that in the pristine model of BPNTs, the adsorption of N\textsubscript{2}O gas on the P site of nanotube (A model) is more favorable than B site of nanotube (D model). The comparison results indicate that doping of Si, Ga and GaSi increase the adsorption of N\textsubscript{2}O gas on the surface of nanotube. The effect of GaSi dopant on the adsorption of N\textsubscript{2}O gas is more than Ga and Si dopants and so the C model is the most stable configuration.

3.2 Quantum molecular descriptors

To further study the adsorption properties of N\textsubscript{2}O gas on the surface of pristine, Ga-, Si- and GaSi-doped boron phosphide nanotube, we investigate the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). The HOMO and LUMO structures are calculated by DFT method and are shown in figure 4. The comparison results of figure 4 reveal that, the HOMO orbitals of the A, B, D and E models and the LUMO orbitals of the C, D, E, F and G models are distributed uniformly throughout on the center of the nanotube axis, which illustrates that covalent functionalization is preferable throughout the nanotubes. On the other hand, the HOMO orbitals of the C, F and G models and the LUMO orbitals of the A and B models distribute around adsorption position. The results reveal that in all the models the HOMO orbitals are localized on the nitrogen atoms and LUMO is more localized on B−P bonds at the center of nanotube.
Figure 3. The plots of N\(_2\)O adsorption energy and \(\Delta \rho\) NBO charge transfer of the (A–G) Models (see figure 1).

Figure 4 HOMO-LUMO structures of N\(_2\)O adsorption on the surface of (4, 4) armchair model of BPNTs the (A–G) Models, index (1) used for HOMO and index (2) for LUMO (see figure 1).

From the \(E_{\text{HOMO}}\) and \(E_{\text{LUMO}}\) energies the quantum molecular descriptor parameters including Fermi level energy (\(E_{\text{FL}}\)), chemical potential (\(\mu\)), global hardness(\(\eta\)), electrophilicity index (\(\omega\)), energy gap (\(\Delta E_{\text{gap}}\)), global softness (\(S\)), electronegativity (\(\chi\)) and work function (\(\phi\)) of the nanotubes are calculated by eqs. (2–9) and the results are given in table 2 of supplementary data and figures (5–7). Inspection of the calculated results
Figure 5. The plots of HOMO, LUMO and Fermi level energy of the (A–G) Models (see figure 1).

Figure 6. The plots of density of state (DOS) spectrum of the (A–G) Models (see figure 1).

indicate that, with adsorption of N₂O gas on the pristine, Si, Ga and GaSi-doped BPNTs surface, the $E_{\text{HOMO}}$ and $E_{\text{LUMO}}$ energies for the A–E models are decreased from pure nanotube, therefore both groups of occupied and unoccupied molecular orbital are more stable than those for BPNTs. Furthermore, $E_{\text{HOMO}}$ and $E_{\text{LUMO}}$ energies for the F and G models are increased slightly from pure nanotube.

The Fermi level energy is the total chemical potential for electrons (or electrochemical potential for electrons) and is used to determine the thermodynamic work required to add one electron to the system (not counting the work required to remove the electron from wherever it came). A precise understanding of the Fermi energy level can relate the electronic band structure with the electronic properties of nanotube. Figure 5 reveals that the Fermi level energy of all the models is toward $E_{\text{HOMO}}$ and is in the range from $-4.234$ to $-6.169$ eV. The comparison results show that the Fermi level energy of the C model is larger than other models and that of the G model is lower than those of other models. The location of the Fermi level energy relative to the $E_{\text{HOMO}}$ is probably the most important factor in determining the current, and understanding it assists in determining the
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The calculated energy gap of unabsorbed and adsorbed models of BPNTs is given in table 2 of supplementary data and shown in figure 7. The comparison results show that the energy gap for pristine, Si, Ga, SiGa-doped of unabsorbed BPNTs is in the range from 2.610 to 2.963 eV. The results show that the energy gap of Si doped is lower than pristine, and so the chemical activity of Si–doped BPNTs is higher than other pristine.

The results indicate that, with doping Si, Ga and SiGa the gap energy reduces slightly from pristine models and so their electrical conductance of doped models increases from pristine model. When N₂O gas adsorb on the surface of BPNTs in the A, B and C models the energy gap reduce from original values thus, the chemical activity of these models will be slightly increase, and in the other models the energy gap is slightly constant.

One of the important physical properties of nanomaterial in solid state is density of state (DOS) spectrum. The density of states (DOS) spectrum of a system describes the number of states per interval of energy at each energy level that are available to be occupied. A high DOS at a specific energy level means that there are many states available for occupation. In this work by using GaussSum program [30] the density of states (DOS) of spectrum has been obtained from the output of HOMO and LUMO calculations for BPNTs before and after N₂O adsorption and is shown in figure 6.

The results of figure 6 reveal that, with doping Si, Ga and SiGa doped BPNTs displays more reasonable changes than the DOS of the pure BPNTs, revealing the slight effect of N₂O gas on the electronic conductivity of BPNTs. The results exhibit that the slight difference of the DOS spectrum is shown between the A–G models and the a–d models. These results show that after the adsorption of N₂O on the surface of BPNTs (A–G models), the HOMO–LUMO energy gap of nanotubes has a notable alter. This is an evidence of the interaction between N₂O and BPNTs. The comparison of DOS spectrum before and after adsorption of N₂O shows that the height of all the DOS peaks in the HOMO and LUMO region of N₂O adsorption reduced slightly from pure nanotubes. In addition, the number of DOS peaks of the A–C models is lower than the a–c pure models, due to chemical adsorption of N₂O gas on the surface of BPNTs and dissociation of O atom from N₂O. On the other hand, the number of DOS peaks in the D–G models before and after N₂O adsorption is constant and the height of all the DOS peaks changes slightly. This result demonstrates that the chemical adsorptions of N₂O gas changes the electrical properties of nanotube significantly and the variation of these properties is useful in industrial applications.

To better understand the nature of the interaction between N₂O and BPNTs, we study the influence of N₂O adsorptions on other quantum properties involving: chemical potential (μ), global hardness (η), electrophilicity index (ω), electronegativity (χ) and work function (φ). The calculated results are given in table 2 and shown in figure 7.

The calculated results show that the global hardness (η) of pure BPNTs is 1.482 eV and with doping Si, Ga and SiGa decrease to 1.305, 1.456 and 1.362, respectively. Decreasing global hardness leads to decrease in stability and increase in reactivity of the species. When N₂O gas is adsorbed on the surface of BPNTs in the A, B and C models, the global hardness decreases significantly from pure values. On the other hand, the electrophilicity index (ω), electronic chemical potential (μ), electronegativity (χ) and global softness (S)
of the A, B and C models increase significantly from pure BPNTs. Therefore, the comparison results confirm that chemical adsorption of N₂O gas on the surface of BPNTs decreases the stability of nanotube and increases the reactivity of nanotubes. Increasing electronic chemical potentials and electronegativity of nanotube reveal that a slight charge transfer to the nanotube could occur and their electronic transport properties could be slightly changed upon adsorptions of N₂O. In thermodynamic approach, the direction of charge transfer is from higher chemical potential to lower electronic chemical potential, until the electronic chemical potentials become identical. Therefore, the comparison results of electronic chemical potentials and electronegativity of the A–C models clarify that the charge transfer occurs from a definite occupied orbital in an O atom of N₂O gas to a definite empty orbital in BPNTs. On the other hand, the electronegativity index determines the maximum flow of electron from donor to acceptor species and supplies data connected to structural stability, reactivity and toxicity of chemical species.

The work function is a minimum energy needed to remove an electron from a solid to a point in the vacuum immediately outside the solid surface. The calculated results describe that the work function (φ) of the A–C models decreases significantly from pure nanotube. According to Richardson’s law the emitted current density (per unit area of emitter), \( J_e (A/m^2) \), is related to the absolute temperature \( T_e \) of the emitter by the following equation:

\[
J_e = A T_e^2 e^{-\theta/T_e} ,
\]

where \( A \) is a Richardson type constant. With decreasing work function, the emitted current density of nanotube decreases. Among theoretical methods, NBO analysis [31] is a unique approach to the evaluation of the atomic and molecular charges. To study the charge transfer between N₂O gas and nanotube, the charge concentration (Δρ) is calculated from the difference between N₂O gas after adsorption and an isolated N₂O gas. The calculated NBO results are given in figure 3. The negative values of Δρ for the A, B, C models demonstrate that N₂O gas is an acceptor of electron species. The Δρ values for other models are positive, among all the models, C and D models have the largest and smallest amount of charge transfer respectively. According to obtain results, (Fig 3 and 7), the trend of adsorption energy, the electrophilicity index (ω) and NBO charge in all the models are similar. In C model, the values of NBO charge, adsorption energy, and the electrophilicity index are larger than those of other models.

On the other hand, when N₂O gas is adsorbed on the surface of BPNTs the dipole moment of nanotube changes significantly from unabsorbed nanotube forms. From inspection of the results of figure 8, it can be observed that the dipole moment of A and B models are larger than those of the other models. It is notable that doping a foreign impurity and adsorbed N₂O gas causes the dipole moment of nanotube to change significantly from pristine models, due to charge electrons distribution of nanotube and it is important for detecting electrical properties of nanotube.

3.3. NMR parameters of N₂O adsorption on BPNTs

The NMR parameters of \(^{11}\)B and \(^{31}\)P sites for adsorption of N₂O gas on the surface of pristine, Si-, Ga- and SiGa–doped of BPNTs A–G models are summarized in tables 3 and 4, and the plots of CSI parameters are shown in figure 9. In our previous work [21-24], it was showed that in the pristine model of BPNTs, the NMR parameters were separated into four layers, which means that the CS parameters for the atoms of each layer have equivalent chemical environment and electrostatic properties. When N₂O gas is adsorbed on the surface of BPNTs, the CSI values in the A–B models change significantly from pure nanotube, due to chemical adsorption of N₂O gas and dissociation of O from N₂O molecule. On the other hand, the CSI values of the D–G models change slightly from original values due to physical adsorption of N₂O gas. The NMR parameters of various B atoms in Ga, and SiGa–doped BPNTs show some significant changes in boron nuclei directly bonded to Ga atom. Hence, both the CSI and CSA parameters show important changes due to Ga, and SiGa doping. Among the P atoms of BPNTs, in comparison with the pristine model, the greatest changes in the NMR parameters are observed for P41, P51, P61 atoms, and both CSI and CSA parameters show significant changes which are due to the substitution of Ga atoms. The CSI values of B52 site of Si doped models increase significantly from original values, on the other hand the CSI values of the B71 site decrease significantly from original values. According to the calculate results as shown figures 9 and 10, the CSI values for B nuclei on the B32, B42, B52 and B62 atoms of the A, C, D, E, F and G models are larger than those of the other atoms. The comparison results show that the CSI values at the B42 atoms of the C model are larger than those of the other models. Moreover, the CSI values of the B model at the B42 and B52 atoms are lower than those of other models.

The CSI values of P22, P51, and P61 atoms of the A, B, D, E, F and G models are larger than those of other atoms. The CSI trend of P22, P51 and P61 nuclei for B, C and G models is: C model > B model > G model. These results confirm that, the adsorption of N₂O gas increases the density of electron on P atoms around adsorption position. This trend is in agreement with the change in the gap energy of adsorption models in comparison with pure BPNTs. Increasing CSI values decrease gap energy and increase the activity of nanotube.

4. Conclusions

In this project, the interaction of N₂O gas on the surface of pristine, Ga-, Si- and SiGa- doped on the (4,4) armchair models of BPNTs is investigated by using density functional theory. For this purpose, we studied adsorption of N₂O gas from O head on the B and P atoms of nanotube. The comparison of the results
showed that when, N₂O gas is adsorbed on the nonmetal position of nanotube the N₂O gas was dissociated to O atom and N₂ molecule. The O atom strongly is adsorbed atop surface of nanotube, the electrical and structural parameters of nanotube changed significantly from original values. The adsorption energy values of the all the models were negative and all process was exothermic according to thermodynamic approach. The adsorption energy of the C model was more than that of other models and this model was stable than other models. When, N₂O gas is adsorbed atop surface of BPNTs in the A, B and C models the global hardness deceased significantly from pure values. On other hand, the electronegativity ($\chi$), electronic chemical potential ($\mu$), electronegativity ($\chi$) and global softness ($S$) of the A,
Table 4. NMR parameters for adsorption N\textsubscript{2}O on the surface of (4,4) armchair BPNTs (models D – G figure 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nuclei</th>
<th>CSI</th>
<th>CSA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model D</td>
<td>Model E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P21</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P22</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P31</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P32</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P41/Si</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P42</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P51</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P52</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P61</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P62</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P71</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P72</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P81</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P82</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B and C models increased significantly from pure BPNTs. The results revealed that the CSI values of P22, P51 and P61 nuclei for the B, C and G model were: C model > B model > G model.
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